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Piwi-interacting (pi) RNAs are germline-expressed
small RNAs linked to epigenetic programming.
C. elegans piRNAs are thought to be transcribed as
independent gene-like loci. To test this idea and to
identify potential transcription start (TS) sites for
piRNA precursors, we developed CapSeq, an effi-
cient enzymatic method for 50 anchored RNA pro-
filing. Using CapSeq, we identify candidate TS sites,
defined by 70–90 nt sequence tags, for >50% of
annotated Pol II loci. Surprisingly, however, these
CapSeq tags failed to identify the overwhelming
majority of piRNA loci. Instead, we show that the
likely piRNA precursors are 26 nt capped small
(cs) RNAs that initiate precisely 2 nt upstream
of mature piRNAs and that piRNA processing or
stability requires a U at the csRNA +3 position.
Finally,we identify a heretofore unrecognized classof
piRNAs processed from csRNAs that are expressed
at promoters genome wide, nearly doubling the
number of piRNAs available for genome surveillance.
INTRODUCTION
Argonaute (AGO) proteins associate with small RNAs to form
sequence-directed gene-regulatory complexes that are deeply
conserved in eukaryotes (Hutvagner and Simard, 2008). Most
organisms encode multiple functionally distinct AGO family
members. These AGOs are loaded with a diversity of small
RNA cofactors, produced through a similarly diverse repertoire
of small-RNA biogenesis mechanisms (Siomi and Siomi, 2009).
AGO-associated small RNAs include micro (mi) RNAs and
short-interfering (si) RNAs that are processed from double-
stranded (ds) RNA precursors by the RNase-III-related enzyme
Dicer (Bernstein et al., 2001). In some organisms, AGO-associ-
ated small-RNA species are produced, independent of Dicer,
by RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) (Gu et al., 2009;
Pak and Fire, 2007; Sijen et al., 2007).1488 Cell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.piRNAs are Dicer-independent small RNAs that interact with
AGOs related to Drosophila Piwi (Aravin et al., 2006; Girard
et al., 2006; Grivna et al., 2006; Lau et al., 2006; Ruby et al.,
2006). Many piRNA species originate from large genomic clus-
ters, and they direct Piwi-dependent transposon silencing,
heterochromatin modification, and germ cell maintenance
(Aravin et al., 2007; Batista et al., 2008; Brennecke et al., 2007;
Das et al., 2008; Lin, 2007). In flies and mammals, transposon-
directed piRNAs typically map to both strands and are produced
by a ‘‘ping-pong’’ amplification cycle, whereby sense piRNAs
direct Piwi-dependent cleavage of a primary transcript to
generate the 50 ends of antisense piRNAs, and vice versa (Aravin
et al., 2007; Brennecke et al., 2007; Gunawardane et al., 2007;
Houwing et al., 2007). Recent work suggests that Piwi-bound
precursor piRNAs are trimmed by a 30-to-50 exonuclease and
then methylated on the 20-OH of the 30 residue of the mature
piRNA (Kawaoka et al., 2011). In mice an abundant class of
piRNAs, pachytene piRNAs, originates from large genomic clus-
ters (Aravin et al., 2006). These piRNAs are not generated by the
ping-pong cycle (Aravin et al., 2006; Beyret et al., 2012) but
instead appear to be processed directly from a single-strand
precursor by an unknown mechanism.
TheC. elegans piRNAs, known as 21U-RNAs, are an abundant
class of germline-expressed small RNAs that interact with the
Piwi ortholog PRG-1 (Batista et al., 2008; Das et al., 2008;
Ruby et al., 2006). Similar to mammalian pachytene piRNAs,
21U-RNAs are diverse in sequence, and the overwhelming
majority lack perfectly complementary RNA targets. Unlike
mammalian piRNAs, however, 21U-RNAs do not appear to be
processed from long RNA precursors. Instead, they derive
from individual gene-like loci that are dispersed within two large
clusters on chromosome IV (Cecere et al., 2012; Ruby et al.,
2006). Within these clusters, more than 15,000 distinct 21U-
RNAs are expressed from both strands and reside within introns
and intergenic regions, but are rarely found in coding regions
(Batista et al., 2008; Ruby et al., 2006). The presence of
a conserved 8 nucleotide (nt) motif and A/T-rich region upstream
of each 21U-RNA led Ruby et al. (Ruby et al., 2006) to suggest
that 21U-RNAs are independently expressed loci. Consistent
with this idea, a recent study identified Forkhead-family tran-
scription factors that associate with the 8 nt motif and whose
Figure 1. Flowcharts Illustrating the CapSeq and CIP-TAP Protocolsactivity was correlated with 21U-RNA expression (Cecere et al.,
2012). Using 50 RACE, this study also amplified 70 nt of a longer
transcript that initiated 2 nt upstream of one of two overlapping
21U-RNAs (21ur-3372 and 21ur-14,222), suggesting that these
21U-RNAs may be processed from a transcript greater than
70 nt in length.
In this paper we explore the biogenesis of 21U-RNAs genome
wide. To do this, we use two complementary 50 anchored RNA
deep-sequencing approaches called CIP-TAP and CapSeq.
Unlike published cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE)-
related methods involving affinity purification (de Hoon and
Hayashizaki, 2008), the CapSeq protocol, developed in this
study, utilizes an efficient enzymatic approach to dramatically
reduce the background of structural RNA reads and to enrich
for 70–90 nt sequence tags corresponding to the capped 50
ends of longer RNAs transcribed by RNA polymerase II
(Pol II). We show that CapSeq identifies pre-mRNAs, trans-
spliced mRNAs, primary (pri-) miRNAs, and noncoding RNAs,
thus defining candidate transcription start (TS) sites for >50%
of annotated genes. This information is absent for most current
WormBase annotations. Surprisingly, however, we show that
CapSeq reads derive from less than 0.5% of annotated 21U-
RNA loci.
Instead, using CIP-TAP cloning (Affymetrix/Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory ENCODE Transcriptome Project, 2009), we
show that piRNA loci express an endogenous capped small
(cs) RNA species. csRNAs are native 18–40 nt Pol II products
thought to arise through early termination or polymerase
pausing, and previous studies have shown that csRNAs are
expressed, often bidirectionally, at promoter regions in a variety
of organisms (Haussecker et al., 2008; Nechaev et al., 2010;
Seila et al., 2009). However, csRNAs have not been described
to date in C. elegans. Our CIP-TAP data, which are far from
saturation, detect csRNAs at Pol II promoters genome wide,
including >50% of annotated 21U-RNA loci.
Interestingly, we show that csRNA transcription initiates
precisely 2 nt upstream of the corresponding mature 21U-
RNA, suggesting that csRNAs are processed into piRNAs by
removing the cap plus two nucleotides and by trimming the 30
end. Furthermore, we provide evidence that a U residue at
the +3 position of a csRNA is critical for piRNA processing or
stability. In summary, we present a fully enzymatic approach,
CapSeq, for 50 anchored RNA profiling, and use this approach
to define the first TS site annotations for many Pol II loci in
C. elegans. We show that csRNAs identified by CIP-TAP
cloning, rather than longer RNAs identified by CapSeq, are the
likely piRNA precursors. Our findings also identify csRNAs
transcribed at promoters genome wide as 21U-RNA precursors,
nearly doubling the repertoire of piRNAs available for genome
surveillance.
RESULTS
CapSeq Is an Efficient Method for 50 Anchored Profiling
of Pol II Transcripts
21U-RNAs are thought to be expressed from thousands of inde-
pendent loci (Ruby et al., 2006), and could thus comprise 40%
of the transcription units in the C. elegans genome. However,Csystematic RNA-seq methods to profile RNA expression (Allen
et al., 2011; Lamm et al., 2011) have not identified likely 21U-
RNA precursors. Therefore, to increase the chance of identifying
21U-RNA precursors, we sought to generate a comprehensive
profile of 50 anchored RNA sequence tags. To do this we
developed CapSeq, which employs a straightforward series of
enzymatic treatments to enrich the 50 ends of Pol II transcripts
(Figure 1), with as little as 0.5–2 mg of total RNA as starting
material (see Extended Experimental Procedures).
Using CapSeq, we generated five libraries from three
different developmental stages (L1, L3, and adult) and obtained
61 million reads that mapped to the C. elegans genome,
including 46 million that mapped to nonstructural RNAs. Visual
inspection using the genome browser software ‘‘GBrowse’’
(Stein et al., 2002) revealed that most CapSeq reads are indeed
enriched at the 50 ends of genes transcribed by RNA Pol II
(Figure 2A, CapSeq). To estimate the fidelity with which CapSeq
defines the actual 50 ends of transcripts, as opposed to internally
truncated RNAs, we took advantage of the fact that many worm
transcripts contain a capped trans-spliced 50 leader sequence.
Using two different methods, we found that CapSeq enriches
approximately 15,000-fold for reads starting at the actual
50 end (indicated by the 50-most nt of the spliced leader
sequence) over reads starting at any other nucleotide down-
stream (see Extended Discussion available online).ell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1489
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Figure 2. Comparative Analysis of RNA-Seq Protocols that Enrich Long- and Short-Capped RNAs and a Protocol that Clones Uncapped
Short RNAs such as siRNA, piRNA, and miRNA Species
(A) Histograms representing the 50 ends of mapped reads, as indicated, at a typical protein-coding locus, rps-4. The height of each histogram bar is proportional
to the number of reads sharing the same 50 nt and the scale (log2) is shown. Candidate pre-mRNA 50 ends and csRNAs are indicated. Trans-splicing at some
genes including rps-4 results in removal of the 50 UTR of the pre-mRNA, called an ‘‘outron,’’ and the addition of a ‘‘Spliced leader.’’ The major trans-splice site for
rps-4 is off the scale, as indicated by a break in the bar, and the total number of SL-containing reads is indicated. Two minor trans-splice sites flank the major
trans-splice site as indicated by triangles below the CapSeq reads. The outron is indicated by a line below the CapSeq reads; dashes indicate the variable 50 end
of the outron. The blue bars beneath the rps-4 coding sequences in the CIP-TAP and CIP-PNK samples correspond to antisense 22G-RNAs.
(B) Schematic representation of the nucleotide composition around candidate TS sites (the +1 position) identified by CapSeq andCIP-TAP reads (here only sense
csRNAs). The nucleotide height (in bits) represents the log2 ratio of the frequency observed relative to the expected frequency based on genomic nucleotide
composition. The enriched YR motif is indicated.
(C) Pie charts indicating the relative composition of small RNAs recovered in the CIP-TAP and CIP-PNK samples.
(D) Histograms representing the 50 ends of mapped reads at themir-54–56miRNA cluster. Candidate pri-miRNA 50 ends and csRNAs are indicated. The asterisks
indicate reads corresponding to miRNA star strands.
See also Figure S1 and Table S1.Identification of RNA Pol II TS Sites and trans-Splice
Sites
The TS sites for C. elegans genes are poorly mapped, in part
because many mRNAs are trans-spliced to a capped 22 nt
spliced leader (SL), which results in removal of the pre-mRNA
50 end (Blumenthal and Steward, 1997). Our CapSeq data iden-
tified 70% of the 15,759 SL trans-splice sites annotated in the
WS215 genome release, as well as 5,711 new trans-splice sites
(Figure S1A, top; Table S1A). Most gene annotations in
WormBase simply indicate the 50 end of the trans-spliced
exon, or the position of the AUG codon. The 50 ends of many
non-SL CapSeq reads mapped near, and often upstream of,
current 50 end annotations (Figure 2A; data not shown). We
hypothesized that the 50 ends of these reads could represent
TS sites. Consistent with this idea, we noticed that these reads1490 Cell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.exhibit a strong bias for a 2 nt motif of pyrimidine (Y) purine (R),
or YR, in which R represents the first nt (+1) in the CapSeq
read and Y represents the adjacent 50 nt (Figure 2B). The YR
motif is part of an extended consensus yYRyyy (lower case indi-
cates weaker preference), with a strong preference for A as the R
at position +1 and a slight preference for T at flanking positions.
The YR motif and extended consensus resemble the initiator
element required for RNA Pol II transcription initiation in mam-
mals, plants, and flies (de Hoon and Hayashizaki, 2008; Juven-
Gershon et al., 2008; Smale and Baltimore, 1989). Using a cutoff
of one CapSeq read per 10 million total reads, and a requirement
for a YRmotif, our CapSeq data predicted approximately 64,000
candidate TS sites genome wide (Table S1B).
In order to pair candidate TS sites with existing annotations,
we considered CapSeq reads within a window from 1,000 nt
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RNA
(A and B) Browser views of representative protein-
coding and piRNA cluster regions are shown. The
histograms (log2 scale) represent the frequency of
reads sharing the same 50 ends from CapSeq
or MILI IP (Robine et al., 2009), as indicated.
Bidirectional reads were observed around the TS
sites of Gpatch4.
(C) Schematic representation of the nucleotide
composition around candidate TS sites (YR). The
nucleotide height (in bits) represents the log2 ratio
of the frequency observed relative to the expected
frequency based on genomic nt composition.
See also Table S2.upstream to 100–200 nt downstream of annotated 50 ends. The
1,000 nt upstream distance was chosen as a conservative upper
limit to allow for the possibility of nonannotated 50 exon
sequence or long distances between the TS site and the first
splice-acceptor site required for trans-splicing. For most genes,
the 30 limit was arbitrarily set at 200 nt. However, in order to
reduce the chance of scoring degradation products as TS sites,
this 30 limit was reduced to 100 nt for very abundantly transcribed
genes whose total read counts exceeded 1,000 reads per 10
million. Using these criteria, we could assign candidate TS sites
to more than 50% of annotations in WS215 (Table S1B), includ-
ing 52%of annotated protein-coding genes (10,667 genes), 15%
of annotated pseudogenes (226), 54% of annotated noncoding
RNAs (137), 74% of snoRNAs (102), and 37% of snRNA genes
(42). We found that TS sites often appeared to be clustered
over regions of several to sometimes more than 50 nt (Figure 2A,
CapSeq), suggesting that there is an inherent flexibility in tran-
scription initiation mediated by RNA Pol II at these promoters.
We also identified 20,000 candidate TS sites that did not
pair with annotations based on our criteria (Table S1B). These
included 12,457 clusters of TS sites that resembled TS-site
clusters typical of annotated Pol II genes. The majority of these
(84%) were separated from other annotations or from each other
by greater than 1 kb. These findings suggest that there are many
as yet nonannotated Pol II loci in the C. elegans genome and/or
that many of the existing annotations are separated from their
actual 50 ends by greater than the arbitrarily set 1 kb limit used
for our analysis.
Identification of Primary miRNA TS Sites
miRNAs are sequentially processed from primary transcripts
(pri-miRNAs) synthesized by Pol II. Drosha processes pri-
miRNAs into stem-loop precursors (pre-miRNAs) that are ex-
ported to the cytoplasm and processed by Dicer into mature
miRNAs (Hutvagner and Simard, 2008). In most organisms, the
TS sites of pri-miRNAs have not been identified, likely because
the original 50 end is rapidly removed during miRNA maturation.Cell 151, 1488–1500, DeTo identify candidate TS sites for miRNA
genes, we analyzed CapSeq reads
mapping upstream of annotatedmiRNAs.
Because many miRNAs are coexpressed
in a single primary transcript (Lau et al.,2001), there are only about 100 unique miRNA loci annotated
in theC. elegans genome, encoding140miRNAs.We identified
at least one candidate TS site for 56 of the 100 annotated miRNA
loci corresponding to 74 individual mature miRNAs (Table S1E).
As with other Pol II loci, we found that CapSeq reads that map-
ped upstream of the pre-miRNAs were often clustered within
a 50 nt interval (Figure 2D; Table S1E). We found evidence for
only a single group of TS sites upstream of each miR cluster,
including the mir-54–56, mir-35–41 and mir-229/64–66 clusters
(Figure 2D; Table S1E), indicating that each cluster is coex-
pressed (Lau et al., 2001). Pri-miRNAs were rarely trans-spliced;
a total of five SL-containing reads were associated with pri-
miRNAs, and all of these were spliced to pri-let-7. The five
SL-containing reads mapped 30 nt upstream of the Drosha-
processed pre-let-7 RNA, while 20 non-SL reads mapped
approximately 200 nt further upstream. Interestingly, we found
that some pri-miRNAs were expressed at levels comparable to
the pre-mRNAs of common protein-coding genes (Figure S1E),
a finding that differs from previously published RNA-Seq data
(Lamm et al., 2011; see Discussion).
Mouse CapSeq
The CapSeq protocol we describe should be useful for 50
anchored RNA profiling from small quantities of tissue. To
confirm that CapSeq can identify TS sites from other species,
we performed a pilot study using mouse testis RNA. As shown
in Figure 3A, we found that CapSeq reads were strongly biased
for the 50 end of annotated mouse genes. By searching for reads
upstream of annotated miRNA loci, we identified candidate TS
sites for hundreds of primary mouse miRNA genes (Table S2).
We also analyzed reads mapping to mouse piRNA clusters.
We found that multiple mouse piRNAs appeared to share a TS
site (Figure 3B), consistent with previous studies suggesting
that piRNAs may be processed from longer precursor RNAs
(Aravin et al., 2006; Girard et al., 2006). Finally, we analyzed
the motif surrounding candidate mouse TS sites and observed
a clear YR motif within a broader motif of YRNyy, in which Rcember 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1491
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Figure 4. Analysis of Annotated 21U-RNA Loci
(A) Cumulative analysis of the 50 ends of unique CIP-TAP (orange) and
CIP-PNK (green) sequences with respect to the YRNU motif of a consensus
21U-RNA locus. The scale (linear) is shown. The red segment preceded by
U indicates the mature 21U-RNA.
(B) Graph showing the length distribution of CIP-TAP/csRNA reads (orange)
and CIP-PNK/ 21U-RNA reads (green) mapping to 21U-RNA loci.
(C) Graph of csRNA levels plotted against corresponding 21U-RNA levels for
annotated 21U locus. The points in red indicate previously annotated 21A/G/C
piRNAs. Points near the x axis (under the bracket) include 22G-RNAs
previously misannotated as piRNAs.
See also Figure S2 and Table S3.(usually an A) corresponds to the predicted 50 nt (Figure 3C). Thus
our data show that CapSeq is generally useful for identifying
Pol II TS sites, and that C. elegans TS sites are similar to mam-
malian TS sites.
CIP-TAP Cloning Identifies Promoter-Associated
csRNAs Genome Wide
Despite the considerable depth of our CapSeq libraries, we were
surprised to find that only 217 of >9,000 annotated unique 21U-
RNA loci were identified by CapSeq reads. These included
a single 88 nt CapSeq read mapping to the locus from which
Cecere et al. (2012) identified a 70 nt 50 RACE product. In
contrast, our mouse CapSeq data identified CapSeq reads
associated with most of the annotated piRNA loci. These find-
ings could indicate that pre-21U-RNAs are exceptionally
unstable or, alternatively, that the actual precursors are shorter
than the 70 nt (minimum length) sequence tags amplified by
CapSeq. To test the latter idea, we employed CIP-TAP cloning
to identify native csRNAs (Figure 1; Extended Experimental
Procedures). Total RNA was size-fractionated to recover 18–40
nt RNA species. To select against the recovery of abundant un-
capped small RNA species, including 22G-RNAs, miRNAs and
mature piRNAs, we treated the sample with CIP to remove 50
mono- or triphosphates, reducing the accessibility of these
species to 50 ligation. The 30 end of the small RNA was ligated
to a linker and gel purified. Three fourths of the sample was
then treated with TAP to decap csRNAs, thus exposing a
50 monophosphate for 50 ligation. The remaining one fourth
was treated with polynucleotide kinase (PNK) to add a
50-phosphate onto noncapped small RNA species. The CIP-
TAP and CIP-PNK samples were then ligated to a 50 linker, gel
purified, reverse transcribed, and PCR amplified.
Deep sequencing of the CIP-PNK sample revealed abundant
22G-RNAs, miRNAs and piRNAs, but very few small RNAs that
mapped to Pol II promoters (Figure 2A). In contrast, the CIP-
TAP sample dramatically enriched small RNAs upstream of
Pol II loci (Figure 2A). After normalizing to total nonstructural
reads that match the genome, csRNA reads that map within
1,000 nt upstream of WS215 50 end annotations (including
21U-RNA annotations, see below) were enriched 60-fold in the
CIP-TAP sample relative to the CIP-PNK sample (Figure 2C). In
contrast, mature miRNAs and 21U-RNA reads were depleted
4-fold and 17-fold, respectively, in the CIP-TAP sample. The
relative rate at which 22G-RNAs were recovered did not change
significantly between the CIP-TAP and CIP-PNK samples. We
found that 42% of the sense-oriented reads identified in the
CIP-TAP sample corresponded exactly to the 50 ends of candi-
date TS sites identified in our CapSeq analysis (Figure 2A;
Tables S1B and S1C), supporting the idea that CIP-TAP treat-
ment enriches for C. elegans TS-site-associated csRNAs.
csRNAs Originate 2 nt Upstream of Mature 21U-RNAs
Analysis of our CIP-TAP data revealed that csRNAs strongly
correlate with 21U-RNAs. There are 9,079 21U-RNA loci that
each express a single (nonoverlapping) 21U-RNA that matches
uniquely in the genome. Among a total of 4.5 million CIP-TAP
reads, we identified candidate csRNAs that map to approxi-
mately 6,000 of the 9,079 unique 21U-RNA loci. Interestingly,1492 Cell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.we observed a very strong bias for the 50 ends of csRNA reads
to map 2 nt upstream of the mature 21U-RNA species
(4,600 of 6,000 csRNA/21U-RNA pairs, one-tail p = 0, binomial
distribution; Figure 4A).
csRNA reads with 50 ends that align 2 nt upstream of mature
21U-RNAs (2 csRNAs) peaked broadly at a length of 25–26 nt
AB
Figure 5. Analysis of 21U-like Loci
(A) An example of a 21U-like locus with a piRNA
cluster on chromosome IV. Both 21ur-747 (blue
triangle at left) and a nearby 21U-like or csRNA
locus (open triangle) are enlarged to single nucle-
otide resolution. The bars indicate the number of
reads (linear scale provided) sharing the corre-
sponding 50 nt from CIP-TAP (orange) and CIP-
PNK (green), relative to the YRNU motif (yellow) of
21ur-747 and the YRNAmotif (gray) of the 21U-like
locus (open triangle).
(B) Schematic representation of the nucleotide
composition at canonical 21U-RNA loci (top) and
21U-like loci (bottom). The nucleotide height (in
bits) represents the log2 ratio of the frequency
observed relative to the expected frequency
based on genomic nucleotide composition. The
upstream and TS-site (YR) motifs are indicated.
The observed 50 end of mature 21nt-RNAs is
indicated by the arrow at the +3 position.
See also Figure S2 and Table S3.(Figure 4B). These 2 csRNAs were enriched approximately
60-fold by CIP-TAP cloning relative to the CIP-PNK cloning
method (Gu et al., 2009), which enriches for mature 21U-
RNAs. Consistent with a precursor-product relationship, we
found that the level of 2 csRNAs recovered by CIP-TAP
significantly correlates with the level of mature 21U-RNAs
recovered by CIP-PNK (Figure 4C). In contrast, the longer 2
CapSeq reads were not only rarely detected (44 of the 217
loci mentioned above; Figure S2A; Table S3C), but also poorly
correlated with corresponding mature 21U-RNA levels, as
discussed below. Some loci previously annotated as highly
expressed 21U-RNA loci failed to produce detectable csRNAs
(Figure 4C, points just above the x axis). Visual inspection
using GBrowse revealed that several of these loci are likely to
be derived from degraded 22G-RNAs that were misannotated
as 21U-RNAs (data not shown). Loci with abundant csRNAs
that lack corresponding mature 21U-RNAs (Figure 4C, points
along the y axis) define a set of ‘‘21U-like’’ loci discussed
below.
The YRNT Motif Associated with 21U Loci Represents
a Transcription Start Site
As observed for CapSeq reads, CIP-TAP reads genomewide ex-
hibited a strong bias for initiating at a YR motif (Figures 2B
and S1A), consistent with the idea that csRNAs are indepen-
dently initiated Pol II products. As noted above, csRNAs tend
to initiate 2 nt upstream of the corresponding mature 21U-
RNAs at 21U-RNA loci, which may explain why the majority ofCell 151, 1488–1500, De21U-loci exhibit a YRNT motif (Ruby
et al., 2006), where R is the first nt of the
csRNA and T corresponds to the 50U of
the mature 21U-RNA.
To look for a correlation between the
presence of a YR motif and the levels of
csRNA and 21U-RNA expression, we
considered 1000 pairs of 21U-RNAs,
for which the 50 ends in each pair areseparated by 1 nt. Due to the 1 nt separation, a 2 YR motif
can only exist for one member of each paired 21U-RNA. These
paired loci, which account for 40% of 21U-RNAs that lack
a 2 YR motif, provided an opportunity to examine the expres-
sion levels of YR- and non-YR-associated transcripts driven
from the same promoter. Consistent with the idea that the YR
motif is important for transcription, we found that, regardless
of their arrangement (50 or 30) at tandem loci, both the csRNAs
and corresponding mature 21U-RNAs were 10-fold more abun-
dant for the YR-containing sister than for the non-YR-containing
sister (paired t test, p < 0.0001). Taken together, these findings
suggest that the previously defined YRNTmotif is a transcription
initiation site where R (usually an A) encodes the +1 nt of a pre-
21U (csRNA) and T encodes the +3 U, which corresponds to
the 50 end of a mature 21U-RNA (Figure 4A).
A +3 U Is Required for piRNA Production or Stability
While analyzing the CIP-TAP data, we noticed that there were
many loci within the 21U-RNA clusters on chromosome IV for
which abundant csRNAs were detected but mature 21U-RNAs
were not. Altogether, we identified 2,309 csRNA-producing loci
that fail to produce mature 21U-RNAs (Table S3A). The csRNA
reads obtained from these loci were similar in both size and
abundance to those derived from canonical 21U-RNA loci
(Figures 5A and S2B). Furthermore, most of these loci (65%;
Table S3A) exhibited an adjusted motif score greater than 7,
typical of canonical 21U-RNA loci with the upstream 8 nt motif
(Ruby et al., 2006). Interestingly, the csRNAs produced at thesecember 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1493
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Figure 6. Analysis of Type 2 21U-RNA Loci
(A and B) Comparative analysis of reads from
RNA-seq protocols (as indicated). The histograms
represent the frequency of reads sharing the same
50 end at the rps-4 locus (A) and at a nonannotated
locus on chromosome X (B). The genome coordi-
nates are indicated. A log2 scale is provided for
each set of histograms. Mature 21U-RNA reads
are enriched in the oxidized versus control (A) and
PRG-1 IP versus Input (A and B) samples, as
indicated. Closed triangles indicate the positions
of mature 21U-RNAs enriched in the PRG-1 IP. In
(B), the red bars correspond to WAGO-dependent
22G-RNAs likely targeting nonannotated tran-
scripts (dashed arrows) of unknown length.
(C) Enlarged regions indicating the precise posi-
tions of corresponding CIP-TAP (orange) and
PRG-1 IP (green) reads relative to the YRNU motif
indicated below the sequence. Note that one of the
TS sites for rps-4 is RR rather than YR. The open
triangles above the CIP-TAP bars point to the likely
precursor of the mature 21U-RNAs, which are
indicated by the closed triangles below the PRG-1
IP bars.
See also Figure S3 and Table S3.loci lack a +3U—the majority (60%) contained a YRNA rather
than a canonical YRNT motif (Figure 5B). Approximately 400
previously annotated 21U-RNAs actually start with a 50 nt other
than U (3% of annotated 21U-RNAs; Batista et al., 2008;
Ruby et al., 2006), and we noted that 60% of these previously
detected 21nt-RNAs exhibit corresponding csRNAs. Further
examination of these 21U-like loci revealed that the mature
21nt-RNAs (Figure 4C, red) were an average of 10-fold less
abundant relative to their corresponding csRNAs than were
21U-RNAs from canonical 21U-RNA loci (Figure 4C, green).
These findings suggest that 21U-like loci express csRNAs at
normal levels, but that the mature piRNAs are either inefficiently
processed or unstable.
Given the large number of 21U-like loci, we reasoned that
polymorphisms in C. elegans wild isolates might convert
the +3 residue of a csRNA to a U at one or more of these loci.
Consistent with this possibility, we identified two 21U-RNAs
(IV: 17159702-22 and IV: 15903563-83) cloned from JU1580
(Fe´lix et al., 2011) and CB4856 (E.M.Y. and C.C.M., unpublished
data), respectively, that mapped to 21U-like loci in the N2 back-
ground. In both cases, independent deep-sequencing data
confirmed that the wild isolates contain SNPs in the correspond-
ing 21U-like loci that change the +3 residue of the csRNA to a U.
Taken together, these findings suggest that the YR portion of the
YRNTmotif is likely sufficient for transcription initiation, while a U
at position +3 of the csRNA is important for 21U-RNA processing
and/or stability.
Capped Small RNAs Produced throughout the Genome
Are Processed into 21U-RNAs
The majority of csRNAs produced throughout the genome lack
the conserved 8 nt consensus (CTGTTTCA) that was weighted
heavily in the annotation of canonical 21U-RNA loci (compare1494 Cell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.Figures 2B and S1A to Figure 5B). However, as expected by
chance, many csRNAs lacking the 8 nt motif nevertheless exhibit
a YRNT motif (Figures 2B and S1A) and thus contain a U at posi-
tion +3. Therefore, we asked whether this subset of csRNAs,
which are associated with TS sites of protein-coding and other
Pol II transcripts, might also be processed into mature 21U-
RNAs and loaded onto the Piwi Argonaute PRG-1. Indeed,
a number of previously annotated 21U-RNAs coincide with
csRNAs proximal to protein-coding genes on chromosomes
other than chromosome IV, where the piRNA clusters reside
(data not shown). To investigate this further, we deep-sequenced
piRNAs enriched byPRG-1 immunoprecipitation (IP). This new IP
deep-sequencing data was consistent with previously published
and unpublished PRG-1 IP deep-sequencing data (Batista et al.,
2008). However, the cloning methods used to generate the
previous PRG-1 IP data sets also generated much more noise
from degraded mRNAs than did the TAP cloning procedure
used here. Altogether, we identified 12,183 new 21U-RNA
species (Table S3B), of which10,000 exhibit a poor motif score
and are associated with TS sites throughout the genome
(Figure 6). We refer to this class as ‘‘type 2’’ 21U-RNAs.
We next asked whether type 2 21U-RNAs exhibit the same
20-O-methyl modification found on the 30 ends of canonical
21U-RNAs. Consistent with this idea, examination of a previously
published data set (Vasale et al., 2010) revealed that the majority
of type 2 21U-RNAs were resistant to 30 end oxidization (Fig-
ure 6A). Like canonical (or type 1) 21U-RNAs, type 2 21U-RNAs
were only expressed in the germline, consistent with the germ-
line-specific expression of PRG-1. Soma-specific loci, such as
the gut-specific gene vit-1 that produces abundant +3U contain-
ing csRNAs, did not give rise to 21U-RNAs (data not shown).
Altogether, our data define more than 12,000 new 21U-RNA
species, nearly doubling the total number of piRNAs in
C. elegans. Moreover, type 2 21U-RNAs include several
extremely abundant 21U-RNA species. In fact, the single
most abundant 21U-RNA is a type 2 21U-RNA expressed
from an X chromosome locus (Figures 6B and 6C). This X-locus
is intriguing in that it is one of six homologs (all on X) with
extensive sequence identity flanking distinct 21U-RNAs
(Figures S3A and S3B). The SL1-spliced leader locus and
several snRNA loci were also found to produce very abundant
21U-RNA species (Figures S3C and S3D). However, the
majority of type 2 21U-RNA loci produce relatively low levels
of mature 21U-RNAs (Table S3B), accounting for approxi-
mately 5% of total 21U-RNA levels (see Extended Experimental
Procedures).
csRNAs Are Unlikely to Be Processed from Longer Pol II
Transcripts
The above findings suggest that 2 csRNAs are very likely the
precursors for mature 21U-RNAs, but they do not address
whether csRNAs might be processed from longer, exceptionally
rare transcripts. To address this possibility, we compared 21U-
RNA expression levels to the levels of 2 csRNAs and longer
2 CapSeq RNA reads at type 1 and type 2 21U-RNA loci. There
are only 44 type 1 loci with 2 CapSeq reads (Table S3C; Fig-
ure 7A). Despite the small sample size, we found a very signifi-
cant correlation between csRNA and 21U-RNA levels at these
loci (Spearman r = 0.69, p < 0.0001; Figure 7A). The correlation
coefficient r is similar to that observed previously for all type 1
21U-RNA loci (Figure 4C). However, we found no correlation
between CapSeq reads and 21U-RNA levels (Spearman
r = –0.08, p < 0.64; Figure 7A). We also examined the 982 type
2 loci with 2 csRNA and 2 CapSeq reads, and again found
a significant correlation between csRNA and 21U-RNA levels
but no significant correlation between 21U-RNA levels and 2
CapSeq read levels (Figure 7B).
The failure of CapSeq reads to correlate with 21U-RNA
expression levels was not due to a lack of depth in the CapSeq
data set. There were, in fact, >40-fold more CapSeq reads
than csRNA reads analyzed in our young adult data sets.
Furthermore, as noted above, we frequently observed promoter
regions with bidirectional, divergent csRNAs (Figure 2A; Tables
S1C and S1D). At these bidirectional loci, we found that oppo-
sitely oriented 2 csRNAs appeared equally likely to give rise
to 21U-RNAs (Figure 6A), whereas longer CapSeq reads were
almost exclusively sense oriented (Figure 2A). Moreover, as
noted above, even when sense CapSeq reads were present
at 2 relative to a type 2 21U-RNA species, CapSeq reads and
mature 21U-RNA levels failed to exhibit a significant correlation.
Together these findings suggest that RNA Pol II transcribes
csRNAs directly, and that 2 csRNAs (not longer RNA species)
are the 21U-RNA precursors.
DISCUSSION
C. elegans piRNA Precursors Are Expressed Individually
by Pol II as Capped Small RNAs
Here we have explored the biogenesis of C. elegans piRNAs
(21U-RNAs). To do so, we employed two approaches, CapSeq
and CIP-TAP, both of which enrich for the 50 ends of Pol IICtranscripts. The CapSeq protocol, designed to select for long-
capped RNAs, identified reads mapping to the 50 ends of
thousands of other Pol II genes, but detected reads mapping
to only 0.5% of 21U-RNA loci (44 out of 9,079 unique 21U-
RNAs). The CIP-TAP protocol, on the other hand, designed to
detect capped small RNAs, identified thousands of candidate
21U-RNA precursor transcripts (more than 50% of 21U loci)
that average 26 nt in length and initiate 2 nt upstream of the
mature piRNA species. In addition, CIP-TAP identified csRNAs
that were associated with many other Pol II promoters, where
they were frequently oriented divergently, with the sense csRNA
often corresponding to a major TS site for the corresponding
longer transcript detected by CapSeq.
Strikingly, germline-expressed csRNAs that contain a U at
the +3 position were found to correspond to a previously over-
looked class of 21U-RNAs associated with Pol II promoters
genome wide. These findings indicate that the U in the YRNU
motif is important for 21U-RNA stability, processing, or Piwi
Argonaute loading, and that the YR is important for efficient tran-
scription initiation (see Model, Figure 7C). Consistent with this
idea, the distance between the conserved upstream 8 nt motif
and the putative initiator element (YRNT) is similar to the distance
between the TFIIB/TATA and the initiator elements of core
TS sites described for other organisms (Juven-Gershon
et al., 2008). Based on these findings, we now propose that
C. elegans piRNAs be divided into two categories (Figure 7C):
type 1 21U-RNAs, which correspond to the previously defined
21U-RNAs that share an 8 nt upstream motif and are clustered
on chromosome IV (Batista et al., 2008; Ruby et al., 2006), and
type 2 21U-RNAs, which need not have an 8 nt motif and are pro-
cessed from csRNAs derived from the promoters of Pol II genes
throughout the genome.
An Enzymatic Approach for 50 End Anchored
Transcription Profiling
Transcription profiling by deep sequencing has become an
increasingly important tool for following gene expression. The
CapSeq protocol described here facilitates transcription profiling
by using a series of three enzymatic treatments that dramatically
enrich for the 50 ends of Pol II transcripts. Because CapSeq does
not require affinity purification to remove structural RNA con-
taminants, it can be performed on relatively small quantities of
RNA. Aside from a single size-selection step, the entire proce-
dure is carried out in a PCR tube. Importantly, theCapSeq proce-
dure anchors clones at the 50 cap of Pol II transcripts and thus
can clone RNAs with or without poly(A) tails. CapSeq provides
a quantitative way to profile a diversity of Pol II transcripts, while
providing insight into alternative transcription-initiation sites,
which may be of potential developmental significance.
Genome-wide Identification of Pol II TS Sites
The data described here provide a systematic and comprehen-
sive look at the TS sites of Pol II transcripts in C. elegans. The
trans-splicing of SL sequences to the 50 ends of many mature
transcripts confounds the identification of TS sites in
C. elegans. Consequently, only a handful of TS sites for
C. elegans Pol II transcripts had been identified prior to the
present study (Allen et al., 2011; Morton and Blumenthal,ell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1495
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Figure 7. C. elegans piRNAs Are Processed from Capped Small RNAs
(A and B) Correlation analyses between 21U-RNAs and csRNAs or long-capped RNAs (as indicated) at the 44 type 1 loci where long-capped RNA reads were
obtained by CapSeq (A), and at 982 type 2 loci where csRNA and CapSeq reads were both found at +1 (B), relative to the downstream (+3) U of a 21U-RNA. For
a perfect correlation, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (r) = 1 or 1, and for no correlation, r = 0. p values (p) were calculated using nonparametric
correlation model.
(C) Model for the biogenesis of 21U-RNA. Arrows indicate TS sites of type 1 and type 2 piRNA loci.2011). By using CapSeq to clone capped transcripts from
several different developmental stages, we have identified
candidate TS sites for approximately 50% of the annotated
protein-coding genes in C. elegans. In addition, we have identi-
fied 50 ends for Pol II transcripts that are typically under-repre-
sented in poly(A)-selected RNA-seq studies, including snRNAs,
snoRNAs, SL RNA precursors, and histone mRNAs. In keeping
with predictions from previous studies (Allen et al., 2011), we
found that an overall 70% of annotated protein-coding genes
have trans-spliced forms. Because of the abundance of SL-con-
taining reads, our findings provide a comprehensive measure of
alternative spliced-leader usage formost genes and also provide
useful data for refining the prediction of SL splice-acceptor sites.1496 Cell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.Sequencing of a mouse testes CapSeq library also revealed
a strong enrichment for RNA 50 ends and for a YR motif at TS
sites of mouse Pol II genes. Our CapSeq analysis identified
candidate TS sites for many primary miRNA transcripts in both
C. elegans and mouse. Altogether, by combining CIP-TAP and
CapSeq data, we were able to predict TS sites for 60% of the
annotated C. elegans miRNA genes (Table S1E). Surprisingly,
we found that expression levels, as inferred from read counts
for pri-miRNAs, were comparable to that of many abundant
protein-coding genes. In contrast, pri-miRNA transcripts were
very rarely detected in data from a previous study that used
poly(A) selection RNA-Seq protocols (Lamm et al., 2011), sug-
gesting that pri-miRNAs either lose their poly(A) tail more rapidly
than their 50 cap or, perhaps, lack a poly(A) tail entirely. We
conclude that CapSeq and CIP-TAP can be used to quantify
the activity of a wide variety of Pol II promoters. The approach
described here could readily be extended to produce a compre-
hensive profile of C. elegans or mouse TS sites.
Capped Small RNAs Are Associated with Promoters
in C. elegans
Like the longer reads recovered by CapSeq, csRNAs exhibit
a consensus Pol II initiator element yYRyyy. Indeed the 50 ends
of csRNAs often coincide with the 50 ends of CapSeq reads.
However, unlike CapSeq reads, csRNAswere frequently bidirec-
tional at promoters, with divergent csRNAs separated by an
average of approximately 150 nt. This finding is consistent with
the idea that many eukaryotic promoters are intrinsically bidirec-
tional (Seila et al., 2009). In general, for csRNA and CapSeq
reads that share a common 50 end, the abundance of csRNA
reads was proportional to the abundance of CapSeq reads, sug-
gesting that csRNAs might be associated with Pol II initiation at
active promoters. Despite their correlation with active gene
expression, our analysis suggests that csRNAs are relatively
low-abundance transcripts compared to other small RNAs.
Based on our CIP-TAP cloning experiments, we estimate that
csRNAs represent less than 1% of the total small RNAs in adult
C. elegans.
Capped small RNAs that flank the TS sites of active promoters
have been identified in mammals and Drosophila (Core et al.,
2008; Haussecker et al., 2008; Seila et al., 2008; Yamamoto
et al., 2007). Our data suggest that csRNAs are most similar to
promoter-associated short RNAs (PASRs), which were enriched
using a CIP-TAP cloning method and had 50 ends that frequently
coincided with those of capped RNAs identified by CAGE
(Affymetrix/Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory ENCODE Transcrip-
tome Project, 2009; Kapranov et al., 2007). Although the bio-
genesis and function of PASRs remains unknown, it has been
speculated that PASRs might reflect Pol II pausing or premature
termination, or that they are processed from promoter-associ-
ated long-capped RNAs (Affymetrix/Cold Spring Harbor Labora-
tory ENCODE Transcriptome Project, 2009; Nechaev et al.,
2010). Our data are most consistent with the idea that csRNAs
are independent transcripts rather than processing intermedi-
ates derived from longer RNAs. If csRNAs were derived from
long-capped RNAs, we would have expected a broader size
range continuing up to 32 nt (the largest size we could sequence
in this experiment). The size of C. elegans csRNAs is similar to
the estimated size, 28 nt, of nascent RNA that can be accom-
modated in the Pol II exit canal (Andrecka et al., 2008; Chen
et al., 2009; Proudfoot et al., 2002). This size is also similar to
that of csRNAs found associated with promoter-proximal
pausing of Pol II, thought to occur at many genes throughout
metazoan genomes (Nechaev et al., 2010; Rasmussen and
Lis, 1995).
C. elegans piRNAs Are Processed from Capped
Small RNAs
Here we have shown that csRNA loci genome wide give rise to
21U-RNAs, and that the relative levels of the 2 csRNA and
corresponding mature 21U-RNA are well correlated (FiguresC7A and 7B). The only requirement for 21U-RNA production
was the presence of a U residue at the +3 position of the
csRNA. These findings are consistent with a model in which
csRNAs are precursors for 21U-RNA production (Figure 7C).
The canonical 21U-RNA loci (type 1 loci) appear to be special-
ized to produce csRNAs primarily in one direction. The pattern
of RNA expression at these loci was quite distinct from the
pattern observed upstream of other Pol II transcripts. Type 1
21U-RNA loci typically produced abundant csRNAs and rarely,
if ever, produced longer CapSeq reads (Figure 7C). When
multiple csRNAs were produced at 21U-RNA loci, they typically
shared the same orientation and their 50 ends were often sepa-
rated by less than 5 bp (data not shown). In contrast, other Pol II
loci, such as protein-coding genes, produced abundant sense-
oriented CapSeq reads, and multiple, relatively low-abundance
csRNAs that were often oriented in both directions (Figure 7C).
These observations suggest that type 1 21U-RNA loci
somehow focus Pol II initiation and restrict elongation to
promote csRNA biogenesis at the expense of longer tran-
scripts. In the future, it will be interesting to learn whether the
upstream motif or other features of type 1 21U-RNA loci govern
their tendency to produce csRNAs but not longer Pol II
transcripts.
Our findings suggest that a key step in 21U-RNA production
is the removal of the cap and two nucleotides (Figure 7C).
Although the exact cap structure of csRNAs is not known,
we note that removal of a cap-2 structure (m7GpppAmNm)
would directly expose the +3 U of a pre-21U for PRG-1
loading. Thus, the piRNA processing machinery could be linked
to pathways that decap and turnover csRNAs. However, our
findings clearly indicate that a U at positions +2 or +4 cannot
substitute for a U at +3, suggesting that PRG-1 does not
randomly sample 50 degradation products, as was proposed
for Ago1 and priRNAs in S. pombe (Conte and Mello, 2010;
Halic and Moazed, 2010). Additional biochemical and genetic
studies are needed to determine the structure and processing
of csRNA caps.
The importance of the YR motif for 21U-RNA expression was
highlighted by a subset of 21U-RNA loci that produce two
mature 21U-RNA species whose 50 ends are adjacent nucleo-
tides. It is, of course, only possible for one of these 21U-RNAs
to be associated with a YR motif, and the YR motif was
approximately equally likely to be associated with the 50 or 30
21U-RNA. Interestingly, regardless of relative order, we found
that the YR-associated 21U-RNA was an average of 10 times
more abundant than the non-YR-associated 21U-RNA. In
cases where csRNAs were detected for both transcripts (which
occurred at 21% of loci), a similar difference in expression level
(10-fold) was also observed between the YR-associated and
non-YR-associated csRNAs. These observations support the
idea that a YR motif is preferred for strong transcription
initiation.
CONCLUSIONS
Recent studies have shown that PRG-1 and its piRNA cofactors
provide an important first line of defense in a surveillance
pathway that distinguishes self from non-self (Ashe et al.,ell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1497
2012; Lee et al., 2012; Shirayama et al., 2012). Importantly,
PRG-1/piRNA complexes function in a context that does not
require perfect base-pairing, greatly increasing the repertoire
of potential target RNAs in C. elegans. The findings described
here add to the amazing variety of piRNA biogenesis mecha-
nisms and identify a second type of piRNA that nearly doubles
the number of piRNA species available for genome defense in
C. elegans. The finding that small RNAs associated with TS sites
are processed and loaded onto an Argonaute also raises an
intriguing possibility that Argonaute-small RNA pathways might
regulate promoter activity directly.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Worm and Mouse Strains
The Bristol N2 strain of C. elegans was used in this study and cultured essen-
tially as described (Brenner, 1974). Mouse testes were dissected from the
C57Bl/6 background. All mouse work was carried out at University of Massa-
chusetts Medical School (UMMS) and was approved by the UMMS IACUC.RNA Cloning and Sequencing
RNA was extracted using TRI Reagent (MRC, Inc.) or phenol. For CapSeq,
0.5 - 2 mg of total RNA was treated with Terminator 50-phosphate-dependent
exonuclease (Epicenter) to degrade rRNAs, calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP,
NEB) to remove 50 phosphates, and tobacco acid pyrophosphatase (TAP,
Epicenter) to remove 50 caps. The resulting long-capped RNAs were ligated
to a 50 adaptor. The first-strand cDNA was primed using a pool of random
octamers containing a common 50 sequence corresponding to a 30 adaptor
oligo. The first-strand cDNA was size selected and then amplified using
Illumina adaptor oligos.
Small RNA libraries were prepared essentially as described (Gu et al.,
2009, 2011). Briefly, for CIP-TAP cloning, 18–40 nt RNA was gel purified
from 40 mg of total RNA using a 15% PAGE/8M urea gel. The RNA was
dephosphorylated with 50 U of CIP in a 100 ml reaction containing 1X NEB
Buffer 3 and 0.5 U/ml SUPERase$In (Ambion) at 37C for 1 hr; it was then ex-
tracted with phenol/chloroform, precipitated with isopropanol, ligated to a 30
linker, and gel purified. Three-fourths of the 30 ligation product was de-
capped with 2–4 U TAP in a 10 ml reaction containing 1X TAP buffer and
1 U/ml SUPERase$In at 37C for 1 hr (CIP-TAP sample). The remaining
one-fourth was phosphorylated with 20 U of PNK (NEB) in a 20 ml reaction
containing 1X PNK buffer, 0.5 U/ml SUPERase$In, and 2 mM ATP at 37C
for 1 hr (CIP-PNK control). Each sample was then ligated to a barcoded 50
linker, gel purified, reverse-transcribed, and PCR amplified with Solexa
linkers.
Additional details are provided in the Extended Experimental
Procedures. Libraries were sequenced using an Illumina Genome Analyzer II
or HiSeq instrument at the UMass Medical School Deep Sequencing Core
(Worcester, MA).Bioinformatics
Sequences were processed and mapped using custom PERL (5.10.1) scripts,
Bowtie 0.12.7 (Langmead et al., 2009) and BLASTN 2.2.25 (Altschul et al.,
1990). ForC. elegans analysis, reads weremapped to the genome (WormBase
release WS215), Repbase 15.10 (Jurka et al., 2005), and miRBase 16
(Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2011). For mouse analysis, reads were aligned
to genome assembly NCBIM37 (Ensembl 67), miRBase 18 and the non-coding
RNA database fRNAdb 3.4 (Mituyama et al., 2009). The Generic Genome
Browser (GBrowse; Stein et al., 2002) was used to visualize the alignments.Immunoprecipitation
The PRG-1 IP was performed as described previously (Batista et al., 2008).
Small RNAs were extracted from IP and input and cloned using a TAP cloning
protocol, as described (Gu et al., 2009).1498 Cell 151, 1488–1500, December 21, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.ACCESSION NUMBERS
Illumina data are available from GEO under the series number GSE40053.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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